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HIGH-ENERGY X-RADIATION FROM M-87 

by 

Gerald J. Fishman 

Department of Space Science 
Rice University, Houston, Texas 77001 

ABSTRACT 

M-87 (NGC 4486), a radio galaxy in the Virgo cluster, 

exhibits several unusual features which prompted a search 

for high energy X-radiation from it. Soft X-rays have been 

detected from the galaxy implying an X-ray luminosity of 
43 

10 ergs/sec. The X-ray datum, the optical emission from 

an unusual jet extending from the nucleus of the galaxy 

and the radio core emission can all be fitted to a single 

power-law spectrum characterized by a spectral index of 

-0.80. Polarization of the optical radiation from the jet 

indicates that the synchrotron mechanism is probably 

operative there. 

A balloon-borne experiment was performed in August, 

1967 in an attempt to observe a high energy extrapolation 

of the radiation from M-87. The detector system is similar 

to that used previously by the Gamma-Ray Astronomy Group at 

Rice University. The central detector is a sodium iodide 

scintillator crystal (thallium activated) 5 cm thick with 
. . 2 a sensitive area of 75 cm . An on-board 128 channel pulse- 

height analyzer responds to photons in the energy range from 

27 keV to 555 keV, so that the differential energy spectrum 

may be measured. A large crystal surrounding the central 



crystal acts as an active collimator to produce a half¬ 

intensity, half-angle field of view of 12°. The detector 

mounting is of an equatorial type and uses the geomagnetic 

field as an azimuth reference. 

Data were obtained from the Virgo region, centered on 

M-87, for 63 minutes and from sky background regions for 84 

minutes. A flux at the top of the earth's atmosphere of 
-3 -2 -1 

8.2 ± 3.5 x 10 photons - cm - sec was detected from 

the Virgo region in the energy range from 40 keV to 107 

keV. Low upper limits were measured for energies greater 

than 107 keV and for the 511 keV annihilation line. Due 

to the large field of view of the detector, the source of 

the observed radiation could not unambiguously be determined 

although it is shown that the most probable source is M-87. 

The present measurement is consistent with a high 

energy extrapolation of the radio core source in M-87, 

although there is great need for a confirmation of this 

high energy X-ray source with a detector of increased 

angular resolution. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the greatest problems of high-energy astro¬ 

physics is the source of energy of extremely^ high luminosity 

objects such as supernovae, radio galaxies and quasars. 

Detailed characteristics (absolute value, time variations, 

spectral shape and polarization) of the electromagnetic 

radiation from these objects must be examined over as large 

an energy region as possible before a realistic theory of 

the emission mechanism(s) and energy source(s) may be con¬ 

structed. 

This thesis reports on an attempt to detect high energy 

radiation from a large radio galaxy, M-87, and to examine 

the significance of this measurement and its relation to 

observations at lower energies. Hard X-radiation had not 

previously been observed from a discrete source beyond our 

galaxy. The experiment was performed using a balloon-borne, 

directional gamma-ray detector in August, 1967. The obser¬ 

vation was made in the energy range 27 - 555 keV and the 

total observing time for M-87 was slightly over one hour. 

Lower energy X-rays have been detected from M-87 in 

three different experiments (Byram, Chubb and Friedman, 

1966; Friedman and Byram, 1967; Bradt, Mayer, Naranan, 

Rappaport and Spada, 1967). The X-ray luminosity is cal- 
43 

culated to be 3 x 10 ergs/sec, about two orders of mag¬ 

nitude greater than the radio luminosity, which has led at 

least one author to characterize M-87 as an "X-ray galaxy" 

(Ginzburg, 1966). This, along with its enormous size, 

4 x 10 M , as derived from its luminosity, (Allen, 1963), 
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and unusual "jet" near the center, make M-87 truly one of 

the most remarkable and least understood objects in the 

sky. 

The initial source of energy for the X-ray emission 

is very much in doubt, and will not be dealt with in this 

thesis. Some of the processes postulated are: galactic 

magnetic field annihilation, supernovae chain-reaction in 

the galactic nucleus, gravitational collapse, and matter- 

antirnatter annihilation. If the correct source of the 

energy were known it would still remain to be explained 

how energy is converted into a form suitable for emission 

in the X-ray region, either by plasma heating or electron 

acceleration. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF M-87 

M-87, (NGC 4486), is a giant elliptical galaxy, the 

largest member of the Virgo Cluster of galaxies. This 

cluster of about 2500 galaxies (Allen, 1963) is the near¬ 

est cluster to the Local Group, but still so far away 

that individual Cepheid-type variables, used to determine 

the distance to nearer galaxies, are unresolvable. The 

distance to the cluster (and M-87) is determined through 

the Hubble relation D = V /H where V is the radial velo- 
r r 

city of the object and H is the Hubble constant. For 

M-87, the observed radial velocity is 1140 km/sec, (Humason, 

Mayall and Sandage, 1956), yielding a distance of 11 Mpc. 

The assumed value of H is 100 km-sec ^ - Mpc ^ although 

this may be in error by as much as 30% (Allen, 1963). This 

distance for M-87 is consistent with the observations of 

the apparent magnitudes of other galaxies within the Virgo 

cluster for normal galaxies at this distance. 

The angular diameter of 4.0' for M-87 yields a linear 
12 

diameter of 13 kpc. The estimated mass is 4 x 10 M , 
© 

about 40 times the mass of our Galaxy. Perhaps the most 

unusual feature of the galaxy is the presence of a "jet" 

extending from the nucleus of M-87. 
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A. Radio Observations 

M-87 is associated with the radio source Virgo A; the 

first radio source observed to be coincident with a galaxy 

(Bolton, Stanley and Slee, 1949). Since then it has been 

observed many times at various radio astronomy frequencies. 

Its small angular size, non-variability and spectral shape 

make it an ideal standard source for comparison observations 

and the calibration of radio telescopes. 

The radio source exhibits a core-halo structure ob¬ 

served in many other sources, especially radio galaxies. 

A core-halo source is one in which two components are 

readily identified by interferometric studies. The halo 

source is large and diffuse while the core source, usually 

near the center of the halo source, is more intense and of 

smaller dimensions, sometimes unresolvable. 

The two components in M-87 have distinct spectral 

shapes and angular extent. Interferometric measurements 

were made (Biraud, 1960) that resolved the two components 

of M-87 giving the core a half-flux angular diameter of 

40" and the halo a half-flux diameter of 10'. Maltby and 

Moffet (1962) observed that there appeared to be an elon¬ 

gation of the core source. A later measurement (Maltby, 

Matthews and Moffet, 1963) yielded an angular extent of 

36" for the core and a diameter of 6.5' for the halo. These 

values are close to the angular extents of the optical jet 

and galaxy respectively (Bless, 1962) indicating the radio 

sources are somehow associated with their optical counter¬ 

parts. However, the position angle of the radio core is 

not coincidental with that of the jet (Morris and 

Radhakrishnan, 1963; Little, 1963). Lovell (1958) did not 
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see any direct connection in size or position between 

the radio core and the jet. Thus, the identification 

of the radio core with the optical jet is only tentative. 

The total radio emission from Virgo A may be fitted 

by a single power law spectrum with spectral index a = 

-0.81 ± 0.03 in a frequency range from 38 MHz to 14.5 GHz 

(Conway, Kellermann and Long, 1963; Kellermann, 1964; 

Baars, Mezger and Wendker, 1965). Dent and Haddock (1966) 

find a slightly harder spectrum, a = -0.78, in the range 

3.2 GHz to 8.0 GHz. Several measurements of the halo 

source alone indicate a good fit to a steeper power law 

spectrum with a = 1.00 to 1.02 (Kellermann, 1964; Maltby, 

1962; Biraud, 1960). The spectrum from the core does not 

follow a single spectral index over the entire radio range 

but gradually steepens from a = -0.3 at 100 MHz to 1.42 

GHz (Maltby, Matthews and Moffet, 1963) to a = -0.44 in 

the range 38 MHz to 3.2 GHz. Its contribution to the 

total radio emission increases with frequency, becoming 

equal to the total source above 10 GHz (Felten, 1968). 

The spectral index of the core above 10 GHz is a = - 0.80. 

A plot of the various radio measurements is given in 

Figure 1. Data for this plot are given in Table 1. The 

derived spectral indices in the radio frequency range are 

given in Table 2. 

From Figure 1, it can be seen that although the total 

source and halo source follow a simple power law spectrum, 

the core source deviates from a power law at the lower 

frequencies. Two absorption mechanisms, free-free absorption 

and synchrotron self-absorption, may be operative in the 

M-87 core source. The effect of both is greatly increased 
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with increased densities and wavelengths. This perhaps 

explains why there is no observed low frequency radio 

emission cut-off for the halo source which is thought to 

be composed of lower density matter (Felten, 1968). 

In free-free absorption, as the name implies, an 

unbound electron acquires the radio photon energy and 

assumes a higher state in the continuum. The absorption 

coefficient is proportional to the square of the wave¬ 

length and to the product of the electron and ion den¬ 

sities (Allen, 1963). Synchrotron self-absorption is the 

inverse of the emission process; the photon is absorbed 

as.the electron gains ‘energy and is accelerated in a 

magnetic field. Kellermann (1966) describes the absorption 

as becoming important when the radio source brightness 

temperature is of the same order as the ambient electron 

temperature. 

One might expect polarization of the radio source 

to be observed if the emission is due to the synchrotron 

process. However, depolarization by the Faraday rotation 

would tend to greatly reduce a polarized beam as seen from 

the earth. An attempt to observe polarization from M-87 

at radio frequencies was made by Morris and Radhakrishnan, 

(1963), using the California Institute of Technology Owens 

Valley Radio Observatory. Their results were negative and 

yielded an upper limit of 0.35% for polarization at 1390 

MHz. This upper limit applies to both the core and halo 

sources. 

The only known measurement of M-87 in the millimeter 

region has been published recently (Schorn, Epstein, Oliver, 
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Soter and Wilson, 1968). They observed a flux of 5 ± 
— 26 —2—1 

2 x 10 W - M - Hz at 88 GHz. This measurement 

lies along the extrapolation of the -0.81 power law radio 

spectrum into the millimeter region. 
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B• Optical Observations 

The most curious feature in the visual appearance of 

M-87 is a faint blue "jet" extending from the nucleus of 

the galaxy. The jet has a knotted, rather than continuous, 

appearance. The presence of this jet has been known for 

a long time (Curtis, 1918) although it does.not appear on 

long exposure photographs, being lost in the luminous center 

regions of the galaxy. Recently a "counter-jet" has been 

discovered on the opposite side of the nucleus (Arp, 1967). 

Except for the jet, M-87 is optically similar to other 

large elliptical galaxies. The distribution of light ap¬ 

pears to be spherically symmetric and decreasing outward 

from the nucleus. A large number of globular clusters 

are visible in the outer parts of the galaxy. 

Johnson (1966) has measured the near infrared and 

optical emission of ten galaxies including M-87 at eight 

wavelengths, from 3.4 microns to 0.36 microns. The measure¬ 

ments of M-87 do not differ significantly from that of 

other type E (elliptical) galaxies. In this wavelength 

region the radiation is the sum of the black-body radiation 

of the stars comprising the galaxy while the jet, about two 

orders of magnitude fainter, does not appear to affect the 

measurement. This data is shown in Figure 2 which depicts 

the entire observed electromagnetic spectrum of the jet 

and of the galaxy. The X-ray data- points are described 

later in this section. 

The jet is very difficult to study optically due to 

the bright nucleus. The magnitude and spectral shape of 

the jet are not accurately known. 
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Moroz (1962) has observed the photographic magnitude 

of the jet to be m = 13.0m ± 0.5m, or a radiant flux of 
P928 -2 -1 

I = 2.5 ± 0.5 x 10 W-M Hz at 3750 A. This is 
v 

brighter than the measurement of Bless (1962) who derived 

m = m, = 13.6m ± 0.3m, although the indicated errors 
pg b 

overlap. Both of the above measurements are very much lar¬ 

ger than that quoted by Van Houten (1961): m = 14.9. 

As in the radio emission, none of the observers has reported 

a time variation of the optical emission of the jet. 

The situation in the optical is further confused by 

the steep spectral index, a = -2.6, that Bless (1962) 

derives from his measurements. This would imply that the 

jet is a very red object, contrary to optical observation. 

Perhaps his measurement suffered from contamination by 

optical emission from the galaxy, whose spectral index is 

about -2.6 in this wavelength range. 

The polarization of the optical jet implies that the 

synchrotron mechanism is responsible for most of the emission 

there (Burbidge, 1956). This polarization was discovered 

by Baade (1956) who also noted that the position angle of 

the polarization was not uniform but changed along the 

length of the jet. Detailed photoelectric polarization 

measurements were made by Hiltner (1959) which confirmed 

Baade's discovery. The amount of polarization was found 

to be greatest near the central region of the jet where 

the polarization is about 24%. At this point in the jet, 

the polarization angle (electric vector) is nearly perpendicu¬ 

lar to the jet. 
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C. X and Gamma Ray Measurements 

There have been three previously reported measure¬ 

ments of a low energy (soft X-ray flux from M-87, two 

by a group at the Naval Research Laboratory and one by 

a group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Both used rocket-borne proportional counter detectors with 

mechanical collimators. 

The NRL proportional counter detectors were similar 

to those used in their earlier survey flights in which 

numerous discrete soft X-ray sources were discovered. The 

first measurement was made in April, 1965 (Byram, Chubb, 

and Friedman, 1966). This survey concentrated on sources 

in the Galactic plane, and only briefly scanned regions of 

higher galactic latitude. A source 3a (cr = standard de¬ 

viation) above the background was observed at the position 

of M-87 within 1° along the scan track. The pitch uncer¬ 

tainty (perpendicular to the scan track) was 3°. The ob- 
-2 -1 

served count-rate was 0.20 ± 0.08 cm sec corresponding 
-9 -2 -1 . 

to an energy flux of 2.0 ± 0.8 x 10 ergs cm sec m 

the region from 1 to 10 A (12 to 1.2 keV). The energy flux 

was calculated for synchrotron radiation with spectral index 

a = -1 although the energy flux value is rather insensitive 

to the spectral shape, assuming it to be a continuum. 

The second X-ray measurement by NRL was made in May, 

1967 with a detector of increased sensitivity and increased 

pointing accuracy. This flight scanned only the region from 

the quasar 3C273 through the Virgo Cluster, improving the 

counting statistics. 
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A positional accuracy of 0.1° along the scan direction 

was provided by an on-board camera. The observed count 
-2 -1 

rate from M-87 was 0.13 ± 0.01 counts cm sec , corrected 

for air absorption. This corresponds to an energy flux of 
-2 -1 

8.7 ± 0.6 ergs cm sec in the energy range from 1.2 to 

12 keV (Friedman and Byram, 1967). 

Bradt's group (Bradt, Mayer, Naranan, Rappaport and 

Spada, 1967) at MIT also found evidence for a soft X-ray 

flux from M-87. Their sounding rocket carried two banks 
2 

of proportional counters with an effective area of 350 cm 

each. About 500 square degrees in the Virgo region were 

slowly scanned. The only observed source was at the posi¬ 

tion of M-87 with an uncertainty of 6.5 square degrees 

around it. The observed count rate, 0.05 ± 0.01 counts 
-2-1 

cm sec , in the energy region from 1.5 keV to 6 keV 
-10 -2 

corresponds to an energy flux of 5 ± 1 x 10 ergs cm 
-1 

sec 

The last two soft X-ray measurements are shown in 

Figure 2 to be in fair agreement with each other. It 

should be noted that these fluxes are associated with 

M-87 and not necessarily with the radio core or optical 

jet. 

Discrete celestial sources of gamma-rays with 

energies greater than 1 MeV have never been found al¬ 

though many attempts to observe them have been made 

(Fazio, 1967). These negative results allow upper 

limits of fluxes to be placed on several unusual objects. 
-4 -2 -1 

A rather high upper limit, 2.7 x 10 photons cm sec 

for M-87 was given from measurements made by Explorer XI 

(Kraushaar, Clark, Garmire, Helmken, Higbie and Agogino, 
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1965) for gamma-ray energies above 100 MeV. A later 

balloon-borne measurement gave a lower upper-limit of 0.5 x 
-5 -2 -1 

10 cm sec for gamma-ray energies greater than 50 MeV 

(Frye and Wang, 1967). 

Until the present measurement, there has been no 

known attempt at observing M-87 in the wide energy range 

between 12 keV and 50 MeV. 
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III. AN EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE 

HIGH ENERGY X-RAYS FROM M-87 

In view of the unusual nature of M-87 and the possi¬ 

bility that the observed core spectrum may extend to X-ray 

frequencies (Felten, 1968; Shklovskii, 1967) an attempt 

was made in August, 1967 to observe high energy X-rays 

from M-87. The detector, described later, was probably 

the most sensitive in existence at the time of the obser¬ 

vation. Even so, it was determined before-hand that if 

the core spectrum from M-87 should extend to the high 

energy X-ray region, the radiation would be barely detect¬ 

able by our instrument. 
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A. Instrumentation and Calibration 

The detector, and its instrumentation, was basically 

the same as that used on previous flights by the Rice 

University Gamma-Ray Astronomy Group. The detector con¬ 

sists of a central Nal(Tl) scintillator crystal surrounded 

by a large, anti-coincidence guard crystal and a charged 

particle shield, as shown in Figure 3. The central crystal 
2 

is 5 cm. thick and has a sensitive area of 75 cm . 

The main function of the guard crystal is to collimate 

the gamma-ray acceptance angle of the central detector al¬ 

though it also acts as a charged particle shield and to 

suppress Compton events in the central detector. It has 

a minimum thickness of 7.6 cm of sodium iodide. The front 

of the detector is covered by a 0.64 cm thick plastic 

scintillator used as a charged particle shield. This 

plastic shield is 90% transparent to gamma-rays at 100 

keV, decreasing to 75% at 30 keV. The effects of absorption 

by both the plastic shield, phototube and mounting hardware 

are accounted for in the data analysis to be described 

later. 

The detector has a circular field of view; the re¬ 

sponse fal.ls off linearly with the angle from the detector 

axis. The half-flux angle is 12° from the detector axis 

and is slightly energy dependent, (Ellis, 1968). Other 

details of the detector, the pulse-height analyzer, anti- 

coincidence circuitry, and PCM data telemetry are described 

at length elsewhere (Craddock, 1967; Ellis, 1968). A 

block diagram of the detector system is given in Figure 4. 
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The remainder of the balloon-borne system is largely 

devoted to the pointing of the detector, telemetry and 

command system and the monitoring of the pointing, alti¬ 

tude, and various voltages, pressure switches, temperatures 

and currents. The system was to a great extend designed 

and built at Rice. The entire system is also well docu¬ 

mented in the theses of W. L. Craddock (1967), and D. V. 

Ellis (1968). A block diagram of the complete system is 

also shown in Figure 4. 

Pre-flight calibration spectra of selected radio¬ 

active isotopes were recorded with the entire system in 

operation. Two of these spectra are shown in Figures 5 

and 6. It was then possible to construct the energy vs. 

channel plot in Figure 7. The resolution, full width at 

the half-maximum point (FWHM), was measured for three 

different sources and at six different energies. These 

data are given in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 8. The 

percent resolution for the detector is seen to be inversely 

proportional to the square of the energy up to 300 keV. 

This phenomena is described by Neiler and Bell (1965) 

and is a result of photon counting statistics. 

From Figure 8 and other laboratory measurements, the 

differential linearity of the detector system is believed 

to be better than 1%. A post flight calibration of the 

entire system in its flight configuration could not be 

performed due to some damaged cables upon landing. How¬ 

ever, the detector itself showed no resolution change or 

damage. In-flight engineering data also showed nothing 

to indicate a change in resolution or gain throughout the 
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flight. In addition, the characteristic spectral shape 

of the atmospheric background remained constant through¬ 

out the flight. 

The radiation axis of the detector was determined by 

measurements made several days before the flight. Counting 

rate measurements were made along two perpendicular lines 

about 20 feet from, and perpendicular to the detector 

axis. The point of the peak counting rate interpolated 

for the two sets of measurements was taken to be on the 

detector axis. An offset finder telescope mounted on the 

detector was then adjusted so that its optical axis was 

parallel to the axis of the detector. The finder tele¬ 

scope was then used to set the orientation of the detector. 
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B. • Experimental Procedure 

The balloon was launched at 1036 CDT on August 10, 

1967 from Palestine, Texas. The instrument began 

pointing at 1307 at a pressure altitude of about 3 mb. 

The detector system switched automatically from "Virgo 

pointing", centered on M-87, to background pointing at 

10.5 minute intervals. This was done to prevent systematic 

errors due to changes in balloon altitude and detector 

zenith angle. The 10.5 minute interval was used since 

it' is much shorter than the time scale for altitude 

changes and for background variations as observed on 

previous flights (Haymes, Ellis and Fishman, 1968; Ellis, 

1968). A shorter Virgo - background interval was not 

practical since the azimuth servo system required about 

one minute to acquire a null condition. 

The background was obtained by shifting the polar 

axis 180° in azimuth while continuing the right ascension 

drive. This method gave the same zenith angle for both 

the Virgo and background segments and did not interrupt 

the right ascension clock drive. There were no known 

X-ray sources in the background sky viewed by the de¬ 

tector after 1410 (Friedman, Byram and Chubb, 1967). 

The center of the background sky regions moved in 

an arc from right ascension 6^ 30m to 19^ and through de¬ 

clinations from 30° to 50°. The background regions are 

shown on the sky map in Figure 9. These regions were at 

a rather high Galactic latitude and contained no known 

X-ray sources. 
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The pointing accuracy was monitored independently 

by two systems. Perpendicular magnetometers gave the 

azimuthal position to about ±2° (Ellis, 1968). The 

azimuth servo system was pre-programmed for a magnetic 

deviation (angle between true and magnetic north) of 

10° east, which was about half way between the deviations 

at the beginning and the end of the flight. 

A clock drive frequency monitor checked the right 

ascension 60 Hz oscillator. A potentiometer geared to 

the polar axis verified through telemetry that the right 

ascension gear train was turning properly. As the balloon 

drifted westward, the right ascension was periodically 

corrected on command by stopping the driving oscillator. 

There was no compensation for a latitude change. However, 

the balloon trajectory varied less than one degree of 

latitude throughout the flight. 

The viewing direction of the detector was also 

measured by means of a sun-pointing camera. The camera 

was mounted on the polar axis just below the detector 

and thus remained in a fixed position with respect to the 

detector axis. Calibration pictures were made before the 

flight to determine the angle between the center of the 

field of view of the camera and the detector axis. 

At the time of the flight the sun's position was 

48° west and slightly north of M-87. Because of the large 

angle subtended by the balloon, about 100° at floating 

altitude, the solar position could be photographed for 

only the last half c£ the flight. The time of each 

picture was recorded by the telemetry system; the time 
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between pictures was approximately two minutes. A dense, 
-4 

neutral density #4 filter (10 transmission) covered the 

center of the field of view of the camera. Panatomic - X 

film was used with the camera set at f/22 and 1/100 sec. 

shutter speed. 

The pictures revealed that the system had pointed 

properly throughout the flight. There was no serious 

"hunting" by the azimuth servo system and the detector 

had tracked the source in its diurnal motion. There 

was a steady slow drift of the solar position throughout 

the flight corresponding to an eastward motion of the 

azimuth of the polar axis of about 3°. This was due to 

a change of the angle between true and magnetic north 

during the flight. When all factors pertaining to the 

pointing of the detector are taken into account, the 

absolute pointing error was about ± 1.5°. 

As an auxilary detector, an ionization chamber was 

used to monitor the ambient, ionizing radiation at the 

altitude of the balloon. It is a 12 inch diameter argon 

filled chamber of the type used by Neher (1966). The 

ionization is due to charged cosmic ray primary and 

secondary radiation with sufficient energy to penetrate 
2 

the 0.25 gm/cm iron shell. For protons, this energy is 

about 20 MeV, and about 1 MeV for electrons. 

In operation a pulse is transmitted when a specific 

amount of ionization has taken place within the sphere. 

The accuracy of the measurement is of the order of 1%. 

The ionization data during the flight is plotted in 
-3 -1 -1 

Figure 10 in units of ion pairs cm • sec . atm of air 
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S.T.P. Several segments of data were unusable due to 

telemetry noise. 

Several features are apparent from the data. The 

typical atmospheric radiation profile is seen on ascent 

with the Pfotzer maximum occurring at 1125 CDT. At 

floating altitude the ionization rate slowly decreased 

during the flight, probably reflecting the movement of 

the chamber to a lower geomagnetic latitude. At 1315 
3 

CDT the ionization rate was 165 ion pairs/cm •sec*atm 
, 3 air S.T.P.; it decreased to 150 ion pairs/cm *sec.*atm 

air S.T.P. at 1900. During this period the geomagnetic 

latitude decreased by about 1.1 degrees. Both the abso¬ 

lute value and amount of change of the ionization rate 

are consistent with measurements of the solar quiet 

ionization at this altitude and latitude as measured by 

Neher (1966). As expected, the ionization rate was in¬ 

dependent of the pointing mode of the system. 

Another channel of information that was available 

during the flight is the "reject rate". This represents 

the counting rate of pulses detected by the central detec¬ 

tor that are rejected by the anticoincidence circuit be¬ 

cause of pulses occurring in the surrounding scintillators 

The threshold energy of these pulses to accomplish an anti 

coincidence is about 30 keV. There are five major sources 

of these anti-coincident pulses; 

a) energetic charged particles entering the front 

of the detector and depositing ^ 0.5 MeV in 
2 

the 0.67 gm /cm plastic scintillator, 

b) cosmic ray primaries producing pulses in both 

the central and guard scintillator crystals, 
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c) high energy gamma-rays undergoing Compton or 

pair production interactions and depositing 

>30 keV in both the central and guard crystals, 

d) lower energy gamma-rays undergoing a photoelectric 

interaction in one crystal and depositing an 

iodine K X-ray (28 keV) in the outer crystal, 

e) erroneous anti-coincidences due to the finite 

resolving time of the detector and analyzer. 

The last two sources are a small fraction of all reject 

pulses. Thus, the reject rate is representative of the 

ambient radiation at the detector. 

A history plot of the reject pulse rate is given in 

Figure 11. The statistical error of the measurement is 

about equal to the width of the line in Figure 11. The 

resulting curve is similar to the ionization curve since 

they are both measures of the ambient radiation. The 

Pfotzer maximum is clearly seen at 1127 at. a pressure 

altitude of. 74 mb. At floating altitude the reject rate 

drops by about 10% from 1315 to 1900. 

These monitors of the ambient radiation at the balloon's 

position and coincident with the gamma-ray spectral measure¬ 

ments are important to the experiment in that any fluctua¬ 

tions in the gamma-ray count rate may be correlated with 

these monitors. The measurement of radiation from the 

Virgo region is sensitive to fluctuations in the background 

radiation due to the extremely small signal-to-background- 

ratio. 
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C. Data Analysis 

The accepted gamma-ray-produced light pulses from the 

central detector are transformed into electrical pulses by 

the photomultiplier tube. The amplitudes of the phototube 

pulses are digitized by an on-board pulse height analyzer 

into one of 128 channels. The first 127 channels each have 

an energy width of 4.2 keV starting at 27 keV, and the 

last channel is an integral channel, recording events 

with an energy greater than'555 keV. Each event is tele¬ 

metered as a bi-level, seven bit word on a subcarrier 

frequency of 165 KHz. Each ground telemetry station re¬ 

cords the discriminated, PCM data. 

During the flight, there was noise in the PCM data 

channel, possibly due to undermodulation of the trans¬ 

mitter by the 165 KHz subcarrier oscillator and/or low 

power output from the transmitting antenna. The resulting 

noise appeared as random voltage "spikes" in the data. 

The frequency of these spikes was variable during the 

flight. This problem necessitated the building of 

additional digital circuitry in order to accurately re¬ 

cover the PCM data. 

This circuitry distinguished between normal seven-bit 

words and words which had a noise spike anywhere within 

the word. Only the normal words were decoded. A pulse 

was formed for each rejected word,- and each such pulse 

was counted by an event counter. It was apparent that 

the rejected words represented all channels in a random 

fashion, since the resulting spectral shape was independent 

of the number of spikes that was present in the data. 
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Si nee the number of bits in a word is independent of the 

pulse height, no other result could be expected. Thus, 

the ratio of the number of rejected words per unit time 

to the sum of the normal plus rejected word rate gave 

us the "dead fraction" of the total counting time. No 

data segments were used where the dead fraction exceeded 

20%. Additional testing verified that all transmitted 

words were, in fact, either analyzed or recorded as re¬ 

jected words. 

The pulse height data were transcribed onto computer 

cards, divided into the various pointing segments during 

the float portion of the flight. Each segment contained 

the accumulated counts per channel and a leader card in¬ 

dicating the time and altitude of the observation. As 

noted above, some segments could not be used due to 

excessive noise. 

For the first three background pointing segments, 

the Crab Nebula, a strong source of radiation between 

30 keV and 520 keV (Haymes, Ellis, Fishman, Kurfess and 

Tucker, 1968), was partially in the field of view of the 

detector. This portion of the flight was not used in 

the data analysis. However, by using the known angular 

response of the detector and angular separation of the 

Crab from the detector axis, it could be determined that 

the detector was operating properly and showed the ex¬ 

pected response from the Crab radiation. Due to the short 

exposure time and position of the Crab, no additional 

information on that object could be derived. 
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Figure 12 shows the total number of gamma-rays de¬ 

tected per five minutes in two different energy intervals 

and for various time segments throughout the flight. (The 

energy intervals shown were chosen to represent a lower 

energy region where a statistically significant source 

was observed and the remaining higher energy region 

which did not show the presence of a source.) The time 

segments during the ascent portion of the flight (up to 

1307 CDT) are five minutes long. The other segments 

represent the duration of each of the pointing modes. 

Gaps in the data are due to excessive noise during the 

segment from which no useful data could be extracted. 

The position and relative height of the Pfotzer maximum 

and the slowly decreasing background in Figure 12 are 

consistent with the ionization rate and reject rate 

(compare with Figures 10 and 11). The; segments with a 

"V" above them are the Virgo pointing segments that were 

used in the analysis. (The three segments with a 11C" over 

them had an increased rate in the higher energy region due 

to radiation from the Crab Nebula.) 

A slight excess of the Virgo segment count rate over 

the adjacent background segments can be seen in the lower 

energy region, especially around the time of transit when 

the air absorption is at a minimum. This portion of the 

count-rate plot is enlarged and shown in greater detail 

in Figure 13. No corresponding excess is seen at the 

higher energies. It was then possible to derive the 

spectral information from the apparent excess coming 

from the Virgo region in the following manner. The 

average of two background data segments adjacent to the 
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Virgo segment were added and normalized to the same time as 

the Virgo segment. (For three Virgo segments there was 

only one adjacent background segment that could be used 

in the analysis.) The normalized background was then 

subtracted from the Virgo segment to give the residual 

spectra for each segment group. 

The total uncorrected residual spectrum for the Virgo 

region is seen in Figure 14. The observation time for the 

Virgo region was 63.8 minutes, and 85.3 minutes for back¬ 

ground observations. The error bars, given only periodically 

for clarity, represent one standard deviation (a) on either 

side of the data point. The data are fairly well scattered 

about a zero count rate except in the low energy region 

between channels 4 and 20. This region is two to three 

standard deviations above the background, depending on 

which energy interval is used. Other energy intervals 

narrower than the resolution width which are two to 

three standard deviations from the mean are physically 

meaningless, since they could not represent radiation as 

seen by the detector. 

No excess is apparent in channels one to four for 

two reasons. First, the background radiation peaks up 

sharply there and thus leads to a large probable error 

in the residual data. It is believed that the other reason 

involves the detector response at low energy, as explained 

below. 

An analysis was made of a hypothetical weak source 

with a power law spectrum index a =-1.0. When this 

spectrum was combined with the detector response, the re¬ 

sulting observed spectrum would reach a maximum in channels 
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4 to 8 and fall off sharply below channel 4, and less 

sharply above channel 8. It was also found that this 

result was rather insensitive to the assumed incident 

spectrum. 

Various corrections had to be made to the observed 

flux N(E) to obtain the incident spectrum NQ(E) from 

Virgo at the top of the earth's atmosphere. There were 

four corrections applied, two involving absorption of 

radiation before reaching the detector and two involving 

the detector efficiency. They are all energy dependent 

and one is time dependent and may be expressed as co¬ 

efficients of the observed flux: 

N '(E) = C. (E,t)C (E)C (E)C (E)N(E). 
O 12 3 4 

The correction due to air absorption is given by 

(E,t) = exp(p sec.Z.A./R(E)), where p is the mass per 

unit area of residual air above the detector, Z.A. is the 

zenith angle of the source and R(E) is the range of photons 

in air as given by Fillius (1963). 

The value of p is determined from the pressure at the 

balloon, which in this case, was independently measured by 

two aneroid devices. One is a photobarograph which photo¬ 

graphically records the pressure reading of a Wallace and 

Tierman Company 0 to 60 m.b. pressure gauge. The other 

device is a digital baro-encoder manufactured by the Winzen 

Research Corporation which transmits the pressure reading 

to ground stations in real time. Both devices were cali¬ 

brated with the same mercury/oil manometer. 

During the ascent portion of the flight, both instru¬ 

ments gave similar readings but then diverged as the pressure 

reached below 10 m.b. Such a divergence is not unusual for 
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altitude transducers used at balloon altitudes. Figure 

15 gives the recordings of both devices. Since it is 

not known which device is more reliable, an average of the 

two measurements was used in the data reduction. The 

possible error in the absolute flux from Virgo arising 

from an altitude error was computed to be, at most, 20%, 

which is less than the statistical error. It should also 

be noted that the statistical significance of the observed 

flux would not change due to an altitude error. 

The mass per unit area traversed by the radiation 

through the atmosphere is p*sec (Z.A.), where Z.A. is 

the zenith angle of the emitting object. (Actually 

the use of the secant is an approximation strictly valid 

only for a flat earth. However, the error introduced 

here is less than 0.1% for zenith angles less than 50°.) 

The zenith angle is given by: cos(Z.A.) = 0.828 cos(H.A.) + 

0.116 where H.A. is the hour angle of the source and the 

constants■0.826 and 0.116 are derived from the source 

declination (+12.7°) and observing latitude (32.0°N). 

Another absorption correction is necessary to account 

for the material associated with the detector in front of 

the central crystal. This material consists of the plastic 

scintillator, central phototube, and electronic and mounting 

hardware. The main source of the absorption is due to the 

phototube. The absorption correction was derived experi¬ 

mentally by comparing the detector response to a similar 

bare 4" x 2" Nal(Tl) scintillator at a given energy 

(Ellis, 1968). Six discrete energy sources were used 

and the absorption at other energies were interpolated. 
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The value of this "phototube absorption" correction is 

shown in Figure 16. 

The escape of an iodine K-shell X-ray from the 

Nal(Tl) central crystal necessitates a third correction 

factor to account for the reduced observed flux. The 

correction does not apply below the threshold energy of 

34 keV and above the threshold rapidly decreases with 

increasing energy. The correction factors used are 

plotted also in Figure 16. .. They were interpolated from 

a table given by Axel (1954). 

The final correction to be applied is for the peak 

efficiency of the central crystal. It is the reciprocal 

of the probability that an incident photon of a given 

energy is detected at that energy. The peak efficiency 

is equal to the photo-fraction times the absorption 

efficienty of the crystal. It is dependent upon the 

size and geometry of the crystal as well as the photon 

energy. The intrinsic peak efficiencies used were calcu¬ 

lated from formulae given by Miller, Reynolds and Snow 

(1957) for a four inch diameter, two inch thick, Nal(Tl) 

detector. It was noted that the values derived were near 

the experimental values given by Neiler and Bell (1965) 

for a three inch by three inch crystal. The correction 

factors for peak efficiency used in the data reduction 

are also given in Figure 16. The correction drops to 

unity below 200 keV. 
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D. Results 

The corrected spectrum is shown in Figure 17. To 

improve the counting statistics the data was divided 

into seven - sixteen channel energy intervals beginning 

with channel four. Many different combinations of energy 

groupings and beginning channels were also obtained. The 

results were similar to those shown in Figure 17, that is, 

there was a flux observed two to three standard deviations 

above the background for the lowest energy group but none 

in the higher groups. 

The flux in the lowest energy region, 40 keV to 107 
-3 -2 

keV, in Figure 17 is (8.2 ± 3.5) x 10 photons - cm - 

sec ■*■. This measurement is 2.35 standard deviations above 

background. The probability that this positive excess is 

a chance occurrence is 0.01. 

The negative results at the higher energies allow 

upper limits to be placed on various selected energy 

intervals. The upper limits referred to are two standard 

deviations above background, (95% confidence level). 

Energy Upper Limit 

~ 511 keV line 2.1 X icf3 -2 
photons-cm -sec 

■1 

107 keV to 555 keV, 9.4 X icf6 -2 
photons-cm -sec 1-keV_1 

> 555 keV 1.9 X icf3 photons-cm ^-sec 
•1 

Because the field of view of the detector was rather 

large (~ 400 square degrees) and was in a fixed position, 

no direct positional measurement of the source could be 

made. However, there is strong indirect evidence that 

the source, in fact, is M-87. 
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The entire region of our observation was briefly 

scanned by Friedman's group (Byram, Chubb and Friedman, 

1966) when the source was first identified. No other 

source with the intensity of M-87 was seen in this region. 

The measurement of Bradt et al. (1967) scanned over 80% 

of the effective field of view of the present measurement. 

The only source detected was identified as M-87 with a 

possible error of 6.5 square degrees around it. The 

second measurement by Friedman again identified M-87 

to be an X-ray source within an accuracy of 0.1° along 

the scan axis (Friedman, et al., 1967). Three other 

X-ray sources with intensities less than one fifth of 

M-87 were also seen. One source was at the position of. 

the quasar 3C273. 

Thus, within the field of view of the present experi¬ 

ment, the most intense soft X-ray source is M-87, as 

identified by Bradt and Friedman. It is difficult to 

imagine a continuum mechanism whereby a hard X-ray source 

such as the one observed could fail to emit softer radiation 

of higher intensities. In fact, all other known sources 

of hard X-radiation are also intense sources of the softer 

radiation (Morrison, 1967). 

There still remains a possibility that the present 

experiment did not detect hard radiation from M-87. 

Then one or more of the following alternatives must 

be true: 

1) The present experiment was somehow in error. 

There may have been statistical fluctuations in 

the count rates to show an apparent excess from 



the Virgo region, although this possibility 

is about one percent, or some unknown instru¬ 

mental effect may have given an erroneous 

measurement. The experiment was designed so 

that conditions would be similar between Virgo 

observations and adjacent background obser¬ 

vations, and systematic errors could thus be 

eliminated. 

The previous X-ray measurements of M-87 were in 

error. It is very improbable that three inde¬ 

pendent measurements would yield similar fluxes 

from a particular position on the celestial 

sphere if no radiation source were in that 

direction. 

The hard X-radiation could have been due to a 

source in the detector field of view other than 

M-87. Because the angular response of the 

detector was a maximum at the position of M-87, 

another source would have been attenuated. This 

along with the null soft X-ray measurements in 

this region mentioned above would mean that the 

energy spectral index of the object is near 

zero in the X-ray region. Such a condition is 

not known for any X-ray object at present. 

The soft X-radiation may be from an object near 

M-87 but not M-87 itself. The soft X-ray de¬ 

tectors could only limit the position to 

within a narrow strip 0.1° wide and 3° wide. 

Within this strip there are no notorious objects 
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other than M-87, one of the most intense radio 

galaxies, and the most luminous member of the 

Virgo cluster. 

5) There may have been a variable X-ray source in 

this region not detected by the lower energy 

instruments. This is very unlikely due to the 

luminosity change that would have to have taken 

place in ~ 2 years. Other reported variable 

X-ray sources lie very near the Galactic equator, 

implying that they are objects within the Galaxy. 

The Virgo region observed is at a Galactic lati¬ 

tude of over 50°. 

If we take the present result to be a measurement of 

hard X-radiation from M-87, then spectral information may 

be obtained by comparison with the soft X-ray data. 

The average photon spectral flux, dN(E)/dE, is obtained 

by dividing the observed photon flux by the band width, or 

in this case, the energy width. The effective energy of 

the resulting spectral flux depends slightly on the value 

assumed for the photon spectral index, a. Assuming a = 

-2.0, the effective energy of emission between 40 keV and 

107 keV is 67 keV. The photon spectral flux is dN(E)/dE = 
-4 ' -2 -1 -1 

1.2 ± .5 x 10 photons cm -sec -keV 

Bradt, et al. (1967), as mentioned in Section II, 

derived an intensity for M-87 of I = 5 ± 1 x 10 
-2 -1 

erg-cm -sec in the energy range from 1.5 keV to 6.0 

keV. This intensity is in agreement with that given by 

Friedman et al. (1967). The equivalent photon flux is 
-2 -2 -1 -1 

2.3 dr .4 x 10 cm -sec keV at 3 keV, assuming a 
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photon spectral index of a = -2.0. 

Naturally, the spectrum is not uniquely determined 

by these two measurements. However, it is.illustrative 

to fit two simple spectral shapes to the data. A power- 

law spectrum, which is what one might expect from synchrotron 

emission (Ginzburg and Syrovatsky, 1964), will lead to a 

photon flux spectrum of the form dN(E)/dE = CEtt where 

a is the photon spectral index. Using the two data 
-2 -1 -1 

points, C = 0.14 ± 0.07 photons-cm -sec -keV and 

a = -1.7 ± 0.3. 

Brentsstrahlung radiation from a thin plasma (free- 

free emission) gives rise to an exponential spectrum of 

the energy flux of the form dl(E)/dE = Cexpt-E/E^) where 

EQ = kT is the e-folding energy of the plasma at a temper¬ 

ature T (Allen, 1963). For the two measurements mentioned 
-2 -1 -1 

above, C = 0.078 ± 0.006 keV-cm -sec -keV and E = 
® 8 

29 ± 10 keV, corresponding to a temperature of 3 x 10 °K. 

The various mechanisms of X-ray production that may 

be encountered in astrophysics have been described by 

various authors (Gould and Burbidge, 1966; Hayakawa, Matsuoka 

and Sugimoto, 1966; Morrison, 1967). These mechanisms 

include synchrotron radiation, bremsstrahlung radiation, 

black-body radiation and inverse Compton radiation. 

The theory of the X-ray emission from M-87 is still 

very much in doubt although several models have been 

put forth (Ginzburg, 1966; Shklovskii, 1967; Felten, 1968). 

In the above models, the production mechanisms mentioned 

for the M-87 X-rays are synchrotron radiation and thermal 

bremsstrahlung. An accurate description of the X-ray 

emission process in M-87 must await additional observational 

data. 
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IV. SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS 

The various observational data for M-87 including 

the hard radiation observed by the Rice University group 

are shown in Figure 2. Also shown is an extrapolation 

of the radio core spectrum to higher energies (dashed line). 

This extrapolation is what one would expect if the emission 

process were synchrotron radiation and if the electron 

energy distribution in the source follows a single power 
12 

law up to electron energies of the order 10 eV. The 

uncertainty in the radio core spectral index leads to a 

factor of about 4 in the uncertainty of the extrapolated 

flux at 100 keV. 

The optical measurements of the jet are not in agree¬ 

ment and there is still some doubt as to whether the source 

of this radiation is the same as that for the radio core. 

However, the polarization of the jet is indicative of 

synchrotron radiation there, as pointed out by Burbidge 

(1956) soon after the discovery of the polarization. 

The soft X-ray measurements identify the source only 

as M-87. The angular resolution of the soft X-ray detectors 

was such that the radiation from the jet itself could not 

be derived. The hard X-radiation measurement, described 

in detail in Section III only gives indirect evidence that 

the X-radiation is from M-87. 

The optical and soft and hard X-ray data fit well to 

the extrapolated core source and it is tempting to say that 

all are measurements of the same thing, namely synchrotron 

radiation from the jet near the nucleus of M-87. More 

experimental evidence is needed to substantiate this. 
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Accurate spectral and polarization measurements in the 

X-ray region will determine whether or not the synchrotron 

mechanism is operative there. Angular resolutions of the 

order of a fraction of a minute, not presently available 

to X-ray detectors, will be needed to establish that the 

optical jet is the source of the X-ray emission. 

The isolated high energy datum given in this thesis 

must be combined with other observational data, including 

the relatively unexplored far infrared and ultraviolet 

energy regions, before the detailed nature of this source 

is uncovered. 

Providing the present measurement of hard radiation 

from M-87 is valid, it represents the highest energy photons 

detected thus far from a source outside of our Galaxy. Per- 
... . . 43 

haps even more significant is the X-ray luminosity of ~ 10 

ergs/sec. Luminosities of this magnitude and at this energy 

clearly demand an exotic energy source possibly not previously 

encountered in astrophysics. 
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